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Abstract
The introduction of negation into logic programming brings the bene.t of enhanced syntax
and expressibility, but creates some semantical problems. Speci.cally, certain operators which
are monotonic in the absence of negation become non-monotonic when it is introduced, with the
result that standard approaches to denotational semantics then become inapplicable. In this paper,
we show how generalized metric spaces can be used to obtain .xed-point semantics for several
classes of programs relative to the supported model semantics, and investigate relationships
between the underlying spaces we employ. Our methods allow the analysis of classes of programs
which include the acyclic, locally hierarchical, and acceptable programs, amongst others, and
draw on .xed-point theorems which apply to generalized ultrametric spaces and to partial metric
spaces.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the role of topology in Logic Programming has come to be recog-
nized, with applications of methods of topology to several areas within logic
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programming including: continuous models of computation, building formal models of
hybrid systems, modularity of programs, .xed-point theory, inductive logic program-
ming, studies in termination and veri.cation, connections between logic programming
and neural networks, applications to disjunctive databases, and construction of standard
models of logic programs. Whilst the bibliography of this paper is not in any way in-
tended to be comprehensive, the reader may care to consult [3,4,7,8,16,19,20,22,23,30],
[31,35,41,43] for some sample results and to gain an overview; a brief discussion of
some of these works is to be found in Section 7 of this paper. In particular, it is now
appreciated that topological methods can be employed to obtain .xed-point semantics
for logic programs in situations where methods based on order may fail. In this paper,
we will pursue the observation just made quite extensively by examining the use of
.xed-point theorems which utilize various types of generalized metric. In addition, we
show how these latter theorems may be applied with the speci.c aim of establishing
that certain classes of programs are uniquely determined in the sense that each member
of the class has a unique supported model, that is, an unambiguous Clark completion
semantics.
In the classical approach to logic programming semantics, see [32], one associates
with each de.nite or positive program 2 an operator TP called the single-step or immedi-
ate consequence operator, see Section 2. This operator turns out to be Scott-continuous
on the complete lattice of all interpretations. An application of the well-known .xed-
point theorem for continuous operators on complete partial orders yields a least .xed
point of TP . Usually, one takes this least .xed point to be the denotational semantics,
or meaning, of the program in question, and indeed, in the de.nite case, it turns out
that this semantics agrees very well with the procedural and logical reading of the
program, see [32].
However, when syntax is enhanced by introducing classical negation to obtain the
so-called normal logic programs, the single-step operator becomes non-monotonic, and
hence not Scott-continuous, in general. This fact has the unfortunate consequence
that the classical approach described above using the .xed-point theorem for Scott-
continuous mappings becomes invalid, and other methods have to be sought. To date,
these include: (1) restricting the syntax of the programs in question (see for example
[1,10,36,43]), (2) using alternative operators (see for example [15,17,18,21]), and (3)
applying alternative .xed-point theorems which apply to non-monotonic operators. It
is this latter point (3) which we address here.
The main alternative to the Knaster-Tarski theorem and its relatives, such as the
.xed-point theorem already alluded to above, is the Banach contraction mapping theo-
rem for complete metric spaces. In some cases, for example for the acyclic 3 programs,
the Banach theorem can indeed be applied, see [16,30,44]. Acyclic programs, however,
are a rather restrictive class and, furthermore, the topological spaces which arise in the
area of denotational semantics are often not metrizable. It is therefore of interest to
.nd .xed-point theorems for spaces which are weaker than metrics in a topological
sense. The options include (a) quasi-metrics, see [42,46], which have a well-established
2 A program in which negation does not occur.
3 Called !-locally hierarchical in [10].
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presence within domain theory, (b) generalized ultrametric spaces having arbitrary par-
tially ordered sets as the codomain of their distance function, see [31,43,35,22], and
(c) partial metrics, or the slightly more general dislocated metrics, 4 which di=er from
metrics in that one allows the distance from a point to itself to be non-zero, see [24]. 5
Here, we will see that the theorem of Priess-Crampe and Ribenboim on generalized
ultrametrics, the .xed-point theorem of Matthews on dislocated metrics, and a theorem
which is obtained by merging those two can be employed in order to analyse logic
programs from the point of view of denotational semantics. Preliminary results along
these lines have already been obtained by the authors in [22–25,27] and presented at
various conferences and workshops. In this paper, these results are placed in a general
framework and further results and new proofs are included. Where proofs have already
been published, references only are given so that the paper is partly a survey of our
results in this area.
The plan of the paper is as follows. After some preliminaries in Section 2, the basic
underlying construction of (generalized) metric is presented in Section 3 and applied
to both acyclic and locally hierarchical programs using the Banach contraction map-
ping theorem respectively the theorem of Priess-Crampe and Ribenboim. This line of
thinking is then extended in Sections 4 and 5 in order to permit the investigation of
larger classes of programs, .rst by employing dislocated metrics and the Matthews
.xed-point theorem, and then by merging dislocated metrics and generalized ultramet-
rics. An even more general approach is then considered in Section 6, where we will
ultimately employ our results in order to study the class of all programs which have
a total Kripke–Kleene semantics [15]. At all times, investigations of the underlying
spaces and the interrelationships between them will go hand in hand with the results
on logic programming semantics which are the motivation for these investigations.
Finally, in Appendix A, we collect together some background facts concerning the
topology which underlies all the work presented here.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. The supported model semantics
A (normal) logic program is a .nite set of universally quanti.ed clauses of the form
∀(A← L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln);
where A is an atom and all the Li are literals, usually written simply as
A← L1; : : : ; Ln:
We call A the head of the clause and L1; : : : ; Ln (which denotes L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln) the
body of the clause. Each Li is called a body literal of the clause. A program is called
4 Called metric domains in [33].
5 A more detailed version of this paper is available from the authors’ web pages as a Technical Report
with the same title, Department of Mathematics, University College Cork, 17pp.
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de8nite if no negation symbol occurs in it. If p is a predicate symbol occurring in P,
then the de8nition of p consists of all clauses from P whose head contains p.
For a given logic program P, we denote the Herbrand base (the set of all ground
atoms in the underlying .rst order language) by BP . As usual, (Herbrand-) interpre-
tations of P will be identi.ed with subsets of BP , so that the power set IP =2BP is
the set of all interpretations of P. The set of all ground instances of each clause in a
program P will be denoted by ground(P). A level mapping is a function l :BP→ ,
where  is an arbitrary (countable) ordinal; we call the value l(A) the level of the
element A of BP . We always assume that a level mapping is extended to ground
literals by setting l(¬A)= l(A) for each A∈BP . If =!, the smallest in.nite ordinal,
we call l an !-level mapping. We identify ! with the set of natural numbers, N.
A standard approach to logic programming semantics, that is, to assigning a reason-
able meaning to a given logic program, is to identify models of the program which
have certain additional properties. We will focus here on the supported model se-
mantics or Clark completion semantics. To do this, we de.ne the immediate conse-
quence operator, or single-step operator, TP , for a given logic program P as a mapping
TP : IP→ IP of interpretations to interpretations as follows: TP(I) is the set of all A∈BP
for which there exists an element A← L1; : : : ; Ln of ground(P), with head A, satisfying
I |=L1 ∧ · · · ∧Ln. Note that TP is in general not monotonic. As it turns out, the models
of P are exactly the pre-.xed points of TP , and hence are those interpretations I which
satisfy TP(I)⊆ I . A supported model (or model of the Clark completion) of P is a
.xed point of TP .
The Clark completion of a program was introduced in [11], see also [32], as a way
of interpreting logic programming clauses as equivalences rather than as implications.
Clark studied the relationship between his completion and the interpretation of negation
as .nite failure, which is the way negation is treated for example in Prolog. First, a
given program P is completed to obtain a set comp(P) of logical formulas. The models
of comp(P) are then taken to be the declarative semantics of P. It not only turns out
[11] that negation as failure is correct with respect to this semantics, but also, as
already brieKy noted, that the models of comp(P) can be obtained, using a simple
identi.cation, as the .xed points of the operator TP introduced above. These .xed
points, which clearly are models of P, were termed supported in [1] since such a
model I provides support for belief in each ground atom A with I |=A in the following
precise sense: if I |=A, then there is a ground instance A ← L1; : : : ; Ln of a clause in
P such that I |=L1 ∧ · · · ∧Ln; thus, each ground atom A which is true in I is true for
a reason provided by the program and the model I .
In the sequel, we will study the declarative reading of logic programs as given by the
Clark completion semantics, or supported model semantics. This undertaking necessarily
inherits any limitations which are implicit in the Clark completion semantics itself, and
therefore can only be as satisfactory as this semantics. 6 However, the declarative
reading we have chosen to work with provides the conceptual clarity which is needed
to understand the central aspects of our approach, namely to use generalized metrics
6 Indeed, although there has been considerable progress concerning the study of declarative, model-theoretic
semantics of logic programs, this quest is still inconclusive for programs with negation.
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for the study of non-monotonic semantic operators in logic programming. Certainly,
this paper is not an end in itself.
2.2. Uniquely determined programs
We next introduce some classes of logic programs which will be studied in detail in
the sequel. We will see later that all these programs are uniquely determined in that
each of them has a unique supported model. The following de.nition is taken from [2]
where it was employed in de.ning acceptable programs, much studied in the context
of termination analysis. It is the inspiration for the more general classes which will be
given in De.nition 2.
Denition 1. Let P be a logic program and let p and q be predicate symbols occurring
in P.
(1) p refers to q if there is a clause in P with p in its head and q in its body.
(2) p depends on q if (p; q) is in the reKexive, transitive closure of the relation refers
to.
(3) NegP denotes the set of predicate symbols in P which occur in a negative literal
in the body of a clause in P.
(4) Neg∗P denotes the set of all predicate symbols in P on which the predicate symbols
in NegP depend.
(5) P− denotes the set of clauses in P whose head contains a predicate symbol from
Neg∗P .
Denition 2. A program P is called ∗-accessible if and only if there exists a level
mapping l for P and a model I for P which is a supported model of P− such that
the following condition holds. For each clause A← L1; : : : ; Ln in ground(P), we either
have I |=L1 ∧ · · · ∧Ln and l(A)¿l(Li) for all i=1; : : : n or there exists i∈{1; : : : ; n}
such that I |=Li and l(A)¿l(Li). Furthermore, P is called ∗!-accessible if it is
∗-accessible and l can be taken to be an !-level mapping.
Next, P is called -accessible if and only if there exists a level mapping l for P
and a model I for P such that the following condition holds. Each A∈BP satis.es
either (i) or (ii):
(i) There exists a clause A ← L1; : : : ; Ln in ground(P) with head A such that I |=L1
∧ · · · ∧Ln and l(A)¿l(Li) for all i=1; : : : ; n.
(ii) I |=A and for each clause A ← L1; : : : ; Ln in ground(P) with head A there exists
i∈{1; : : : ; n} such that I |=Li and l(A)¿l(Li).
Again, P is called !-accessible if it is -accessible and l can be taken to be an
!-level mapping.
Finally, a program P is called locally hierarchical, see [10], if there exists a level
mapping l :BP→  such that for each clause A ← L1; : : : ; Ln in ground(P) and for
all i=1; : : : ; n we have l(A)¿l(Li). If  can be chosen to be !, then P is called
acyclic.
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Fig. 1. Relationships between unique supported model classes.
We note that if a program is -accessible with respect to a model I and a
level mapping l, then I is supported. This follows easily from the de.ning
conditions.
Relationships between the classes of programs de.ned above are represented in
Fig. 1, where an arrow pointing from one class to a second indicates inclusion of
the .rst inside the second. We also note that both the class of ∗-accessible and the
class of -accessible programs contain the acceptable programs of [2] and the locally
hierarchical programs.
2.2.1. Examples
We illustrate the de.nitions above by means of some example programs which can
actually be run under Prolog. The language which we will consider contains a constant
symbol 0 and a function symbol s. The intended meaning of these symbols is that
0 stands for the natural number zero, and s stands for the successor function on the
natural numbers. We abbreviate s(: : : (s(0)) : : :), in which s occurs n times, by sn(0),
and we think of this as the natural number n. Variables are denoted by uppercase
letters as usual under Prolog.
The following program even is acyclic:
even(0)←
even(s(X ))←¬ even(X )
This program can be used to check whether a given term sn(0) represents an even
number, but it cannot be used to generate the even numbers because the call ?-even(X )
fails immediately since the derived goal ?-¬even(Y ) Kounders. 7 In order to generate
the even numbers, we use the so-called generate-and-test scheme as in the following
program getEven, which consists of the program even together with the following
7 It Kounders because it attempts to evaluate a negated atom in which a variable occurs. This cannot be
resolved under Prolog.
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clauses:
nn(0)←
nn(s(X ))← nn(X )
getEven(X )← nn(X ); even(X )
In this program, the predicate nn is used in order to generate, successively, all
natural numbers. As soon as one of them is generated, it is tested for being even by
invoking a call to even. The program call ?-getEven(X ) successively generates all even
numbers.
Program getEven is still acyclic with respect to the level mapping which maps
each ground atom to the natural number which equals the number of occurrences of
the function symbol s in the atom. The following program existsEven is not acyclic,
but is locally hierarchical, and consists of the de.nitions of even; nn and the following
clause:
existsEven← nn(X ); even(X )
Procedurally, the call ?-existsEven succeeds if and only if there exists an even natural
number. Admittedly, this example is somewhat academic, but it illustrates why it may
be interesting to study locally hierarchical programs which are not acyclic. For example,
the predicate nn could be replaced by the generator of some more complicated data
structure, and even by a sophisticated test predicate. The resulting program is then no
longer trivial like existsEven, but it is still locally hierarchical if the subprograms
belonging to the substituted predicates are.
We note that the clause de.ning existsEven contains variables which occur in the
body of the clause but not in its head. Such variables are called local. Locally hierar-
chical programs without local variables turn out to be acyclic, see [44].
As an example of a ∗!-accessible program we use the following program game
from [2] as follows. Let G be an acylic .nite graph.
win(X )←move(X; Y );¬win(Y )
move(a; b)← for all(a; b) ∈ G
It was shown in [2] that game is acceptable, and the proof carries over directly to
show that it is ∗!-accessible.
Acyclic programs always terminate, see [6], and are therefore not expressive enough
for implementing all partial recursive functions. We give next a more sophisticated
example concerning the minimalization step in implementing partial recursive functions.
The resulting program will turn out to be ∗-accessible.
Suppose that g is a partial recursive function (on natural numbers in successor no-
tation) with n + 1 arguments, and that the partial recursive function f is de.ned by
f(x1; : : : ; xn)= "y(g(x1; : : : ; xn; y)= 0), that is, f(x1; : : : ; xn) is the least y such that
g(x1; : : : ; xn; y)= 0 and g(x1; : : : ; xn; z) is not unde.ned for all z¡y, if such a y exists,
and is unde.ned otherwise. Suppose, furthermore, that Pg is a ∗-accessible program
which de.nes an (n − 2)-ary predicate pg such that a call ?-pg(x1; : : : ; xn; y; U ) does
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not terminate if g(x1; : : : ; xn; y) is unde.ned, and otherwise yields the computed answer
substitution which gives the value g(x1; : : : ; xn; y) to U . Now consider the following
program Pf which contains 8 Pg and the following clauses:
pf(X; Y )←pg(X; 0; U ); r(X; 0; U; Y )
r(X; Y; 0; Y )←
r(X; Y; s(V ); Z)←pg(X; s(Y ); U ); r(X; s(Y ); U; Z); lt(Y; Z)
lt(0; s(X ))←
lt(s(X ); s(Y ))← lt(X; Y )
Program Pf is an adaptation of a program used in [32, Theorem 9.6] 9 to show that
every partial recursive function can be implemented by a de.nite program. Using the
proof in [32], it is easy to see that Pf indeed implements f, and the details of this
are not our main concern here. We will instead show that Pf is ∗-accessible under
some reasonable assumptions on Pg. However, we delay this discussion until the end of
Section 5.2, since the analysis of the program Pf is easier once we have gained some
insight into the nature of ∗-accessible programs. The considerations just given lead
to the fact reported in [21] that every partial recursive function can be implemented,
under Prolog, by a de.nite ∗-accessible program. We know of no work describing a
smaller class of programs with this property.
2.2.2. Uniquely determined programs in context
Some of the classes of programs which satisfy De.nition 2 are already well-known
in the literature, since level mappings have provided a convenient tool for studying
termination properties. Bezem in [6] showed that the acyclic programs are exactly the
programs which terminate under any selection rule. Apt and Pedreschi in [2] relaxed the
notion of acyclicity and obtained the class of acceptable programs which, in the absence
of Koundering, correspond exactly to left-termination, that is, to termination under the
left-to-right selection rule as implemented in Prolog. Both classes are contained in the
class of all ∗!-accessible programs. In fact, each 
∗
!-accessible program is acceptable
modulo reordering of body literals (in ground(P)), and can therefore be understood, in
the absence of Koundering, as corresponding to a terminating program under a don’t
know non-deterministic selection rule. We do not study acceptable programs here, as
such, since they are completely subsumed, for our purposes, by the more general classes
we have introduced in De.nition 2.
The -accessible programs are exactly the programs which have a total Kripke–
Kleene semantics as introduced by Fitting in [15]. This follows from the results pre-
sented in [21] where the present authors proposed a unifying view of certain classes of
programs, including those de.ned above, based on various three-valued logics. Building
on [21], we subsequently showed in [27,28] that each -accessible program is weakly
strati8ed in the sense of Przymusinska and Przymusinski [37]. This fact strengthens
8 We assume without loss of generality that Pg does not contain predicate symbols pf , r and lt.
9 The original program of Lloyd is not ∗-accessible.
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what is in e=ect the well-known result from [17] that every -accessible program has
a total well-founded semantics and therefore a unique stable model [18], although the
terminology “-accessible” was not of course used in these earlier works. We note that
De.nition 2 di=ers slightly from the one used in [21,27,28], but equivalence between
the respective de.nitions can easily be established.
For the study of the termination properties and relationships mentioned in this section
we refer the reader to the literature already indicated, and we proceed now to the study
of generalized metrics in logic programming.
2.3. Generalized metrics
Metrics, and their generalized versions as introduced below, provide an
abstract quantitative measure of distance between points in a space. In the following, we
collect together the di=erent de.nitions of generalized metrics which will be used in the
sequel.
Denition 3. Let X be a set and let d :X ×X →R+0 be a function, called a dis-
tance function, where R+0 denotes the set of non-negative real numbers. Consider the
following conditions:
(Mi) For all x∈X , d(x; x)= 0.
(Mii) For all x; y∈X , if d(x; y)= 0, then x=y.
(Miii) For all x; y∈X , d(x; y)=d(y; x).
(Miv) For all x; y; z ∈X , d(x; y)6d(x; z) + d(z; y).
(Miv′) For all x; y; z ∈X , d(x; y)6max{d(x; z); d(z; y)}.
Terminology for d, depending on which of the conditions it satis.es, is given in
Table 1, where a “×” indicates that the respective condition holds, and will be ex-
tended to the pair (X; d) in the obvious way. Thus, for example, (X; d) will be called a
metric space if d is a metric, and so on. In fact, it will often be convenient throughout
the paper to abuse notation and refer to properties of d which, more properly, are
properties of (X; d), and vice versa.
The most important of the notions just de.ned is that of metric, and indeed re-
sults on metric spaces can be found in any standard textbook on general topology,
see for example [48]. One of the central results in the theory is the Banach con-
traction mapping theorem which we state for convenient reference. Note that
sequences such as (xn)n∈N will usually be denoted simply by (xn) where no confusion
is caused.
A sequence (xn) in a metric space (X; d) converges with respect to d (or in d)
if there exists x∈X such that d(xn; x) converges in the real line to 0 as n→∞. In
this case, x is called the limit of (xn). A sequence (xn) in a metric space is called
a Cauchy sequence if, for each +¿0, there exists n0 ∈N such that for all m; n¿n0
we have d(xm; xn)¡+. A metric space X is called complete if every Cauchy sequence
in X converges. A function f :X →X is called a contraction if there exists 06,¡1
such that the inequality d(f(x); f(y))6,d(x; y) holds for all x; y∈X .
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Table 1
Metric de.nitions
Name (Mi) (Mii) (Miii) (Miv) (Miv′)
Metric × × × ×
Ultrametric × × × × ×
Dislocated Metric (d-metric) × × ×
Dislocated ultrametric (d-ultrametric) × × × ×
Theorem 4 (Banach). Let (X; d) be a complete metric space and let f :X →X be a
contraction. Then f has a unique 8xed point x0 which can be obtained as the limit
of the sequence (fn(x))n∈N for any choice of x∈X .
Dislocated metrics were introduced in [33], and we will return to them later.
An alternative method of obtaining generalized metrics is by relaxing the conditions
on the codomain of the distance function: we allow arbitrary partially ordered sets
with least element in place of the set of real numbers. Such generalized metric spaces
originate from valuation theory and were introduced to logic programming in [35], see
also [22].
Denition 5. Let X be a set and let (-;6) be a partially ordered set with least ele-
ment 0. We call (X; d; -), or simply (X; d), a generalized ultrametric space (gum) if
d :X ×X →- is a function satisfying the following conditions for all x; y; z ∈X and
/∈-:
(Ui) d(x; y)= 0 implies x=y.
(Uii) d(x; x)= 0.
(Uiii) d(x; y)=d(y; x).
(Uiv) If d(x; y)6 / and d(y; z)6 /, then d(x; z)6 /.
If d satis.es conditions (Ui), (Uiii) and (Uiv) only, then we call (X; d) a dislocated
generalized ultrametric space (d-gum). A ball in a (dislocated) generalized ultrametric
space (X; d) is a set of the form B/(x)= {y∈X |d(x; y)6 /}, where /∈-; we call x
a midpoint of the ball (note that any point of a ball in a generalized ultrametric space
is a midpoint, see [35] and Lemma 30), and we call / its radius. Similar terminology
applies in metric spaces also. We note at this point that a ball in a d-gum may be
empty. A (dislocated) generalized ultrametric space X is called spherically complete
if the intersection of each chain 10 of (non-empty) balls is non-empty.
2.4. The query and atomic topologies
We will need to make use of the atomic topology Q which was introduced in [41].
This topology is a generalization of the query topology discussed in [4]. In fact, we
10 By a chain of balls we mean a chain with respect to set-inclusion.
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will only use two properties of this topology, namely, that limits in Q are unique, and
that limits of sequences in Q are characterized as follows.
Proposition 6. A sequence (In) converges in Q i= for every A∈BP we have either
A∈ In eventually or eventually A ∈ In, that is, for every A∈BP there exists some
n0 such that either for all n¿n0 we have A∈ In or for all n¿n0 we have A ∈ In.
Moreover, if (In) converges in Q, then its limit is the set {A∈BP |A eventually belongs
to In}.
We also note that it is possible to characterize Q using logical notions. For the
reader with some topological background we have recorded some further results and
observations about Q, which are independent of the rest of the paper, in Appendix A
3. Basic construction
The following construction is fundamental to our investigations, and was already
hinted at in [16]. It is also closely related to a de.nition used in [46] for obtaining
quasi-metrics from domains, see also [43].
Let P be a logic program and let l :BP→ / be a level mapping for P. Let -= {2− |
6 /}, ordered by 2−¡2−1 i= 1¡, and denote 2−/ by 0.
Denition 7. We de.ne a function d : IP × IP→- by setting d(I; J )= 0 if I = J , and,
when I = J , by setting d(I; J )= 2−, where I and J di=er on some ground atom of
level  but agree on all ground atoms of lower level.
It turns out that (IP; d) is a spherically complete generalized ultrametric space, see
[43]. If =!, then (IP; d) is a complete ultrametric space.
Denition 8. A function f :X →X de.ned on a generalized ultrametric space (X; d)
is called strictly contracting if d(f(x); f(y))¡d(x; y) for all x; y∈X with x =y.
Theorem 9. Let X be a spherically complete generalized ultrametric space and let
f :X →X be strictly contracting. Then f has a unique 8xed point.
This theorem, due to Priess-Crampe and Ribenboim [35], is clearly analogous to
the Banach contraction mapping theorem for complete metric spaces. The relationship
between these two theorems can be clari.ed using the following proposition, and we
note that every (conventional) ultrametric space is also a generalized ultrametric space.
Proposition 10. Let (X; d) be an ultrametric space. If X is spherically complete, then
it is complete. The converse does not hold in general.
Proof. Assume that (X; d) is spherically complete and that (xn) is a Cauchy sequence
in (X; d). Then, for every k ∈N, there exists a least nk ∈N such that for all n; m¿nk
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we have d(xn; xm)61=k. We note that nk increases with k. Now consider the set of
balls B= {B1=k(xnk ) | k ∈N}. By (Uiv), B is a decreasing chain of balls and has non-
empty intersection B by the spherical completeness of (X; d). Let a∈B. Then it is easy
to see that (xn) converges to a (and hence that B= {a} is a one-point set since limits
in (X; d) are unique) and therefore (X; d) is complete.
In order to show that the converse does not hold in general, de.ne an ultrametric d
on N as follows. For n; m∈N, let d(n; m)= 1+2−min{m;n} if n =m and set d(n; n)= 0
for all n∈N. The topology induced by d is then the discrete topology on N, and the
Cauchy sequences with respect to d are exactly the sequences which are eventually
constant. So, (N; d) is complete. Now consider the chain of balls Bn of the form
{m∈N |d(m; n)61 + 2−n}. Then we obtain Bn= {m |m¿n} for all n∈N and hence⋂
Bn= ∅.
We note that the immediate consequence operator TP is not in general strictly con-
tracting if no conditions are placed on the program P. However, for locally hierarchical
programs P, TP is strictly contracting. Hence, by Theorem 9 we can conclude that each
locally hierarchical program has a unique supported model (as shown .rst in [10] by
completely di=erent methods). For details of the proofs, we refer to [22]. In fact, if
P is acyclic, then the contraction mapping theorem itself can be applied instead of
Theorem 9, and again we refer to [22] for details.
A proof of Theorem 9 can be found in [35]. However, we wish to give an alternative
proof which is inspired by [12], where the Banach contraction mapping theorem was
proven from the .xed-point theorem for Scott continuous functions on complete partial
orders. We will prove the Priess-Crampe and Ribenboim theorem using a form of
Tarski’s theorem, Theorem 11 below. For this purpose, we will impose the condition
on the generalized ultrametric space (X; d; -) that - is of the form {2− | 6 /} for
some ordinal /, ordered as above. Such a generalized ultrametric space will be called
a gum with ordinal distances.
Theorem 11. Let (D;6) be a partially ordered set with bottom element ⊥ such that
each chain has a least upper bound, and let f :D→D be a monotonic function on
D. Then f has a least 8xed point.
For the proof of this well-known theorem, we de.ne ordinal powers of f as fol-
lows. Let f ↑ 0=⊥; for each successor ordinal  + 1, let f ↑ ( + 1)=f(f ↑ );
for each limit ordinal , let f ↑ = sup{f ↑ 1 | 1¡}. The resulting chain of ordi-
nal powers of f must become stationary at some stage, yielding a least .xed point
of f.
The main technical tool which was employed in [12] is the space of formal balls
associated with a given metric space. We will extend this notion to generalized ultra-
metrics.
Let (X; d; -) be a generalized ultrametric space and let B′X be the set of all pairs
(x; ) with x∈X and ∈-. We de.ne an equivalence relation ∼ on B′X by setting
(x1; 1) ∼ (x2; 2) i= 1 = 2 and d(x1; x2)61. The quotient space BX =B′X= ∼ will
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be called the space of formal balls associated with (X; d; -), and carries an ordering
 which is well-de.ned (on representatives of equivalence classes) by (x; )  (y; 1)
i= d(x; y)6 and 16. We denote the equivalence class of (x; ) by [(x; )], and note
of course that the use of the same symbol  between equivalence classes and their
representatives should not cause confusion.
Informally, we think of each formal ball [(x; )] in BX as standing for the ball B(x).
The equivalence relation ∼ corresponds to the fact that y∈B(x) implies B(x)=B(y),
see Lemma 30. However, note that it is possible in general that B(x)=B1(x), for some
 and 1, but that  = 1. So, in this case we will still have (x; ) ∼ (x; 1). The order-
ing  is an abstract form of inverse containment for formal balls. More precisely,
(x; )  (y; 1) implies B1(y)⊆B(x), but not vice versa in general.
Proposition 12. The set BX is partially ordered by . Moreover, X is spherically
complete if and only if every chain in BX has a least upper bound.
Proof. The proof is straightforward and we omit the details.
Proposition 13. The function 6 :X →BX : x → [(x; 0)] is injective and 6(X ) is the set
of all maximal elements of BX .
Proof. Injectivity of 6 follows from (Ui). The observation that the maximal elements
of BX are exactly the elements of the form [(x; 0)] completes the proof.
Given a strictly contracting mapping f on a generalized ultrametric space (X; d; -)
with ordinal distances, we de.ne a function Bf :BX →BX by setting Bf([(x; 2−)])
= [(f(x); 2−(+1))], if 2− =0, and setting Bf([(x; 0)])= [(f(x); 0)].
Proposition 14. If f is strictly contracting, then Bf is monotonic.
Proof. Let (x; 2−)  (y; 2−1), so that d(x; y)62− and 61. Since (x; 2−) ∼
(y; 2−), we only have to show that d(f(x); f(y))62−(+1) (which holds since f
is strictly contracting), that  + 161 + 1 if 2−1+1 ∈-, that  + 161 if 2−1 =0 and
 = 1, and that 61 if 2−=2−1 =0, all of which are easy to see.
Proof of Theorem 9 for ordinal distances. Let (X; d; -) be a spherically complete gen-
eralized ultrametric space with ordinal distances, and let f :X →X be strictly contract-
ing. Then BX is a partially ordered set such that every chain in BX has a least upper
bound, and Bf is a monotonic mapping on BX . For B0 ∈BX , we denote by ↑ B0 the
upper cone of B0, that is, the set of all B∈BX with B0  B.
Let x∈X be arbitrarily chosen, assuming without loss of generality that x is not a
.xed point of f, and let  be an ordinal such that d(x; f(x))= 2−. Then (x; 2−) (
f(x); 2−(+1)
)
and, by monotonicity of Bf, we obtain that Bf maps ↑ [(x; 2−)] into
itself. Since ↑ [(x; 2−)] is a partially ordered set with bottom element [(x; 2−)] and
such that each chain in ↑ [(x; 2−)] has a least upper bound, we obtain that Bf has a
least .xed point in ↑ [(x; 2−)] which we will denote by B0. It is clear by de.nition
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of Bf that B0 must be maximal in BX , and hence is of the form [(x0; 0)]. From
Bf[(x0; 0)]= [(x0; 0)], we obtain f(x0)= x0, so that x0 is a .xed point of f.
Now assume that y = x0 is another .xed point of f. Then we have d(x0; y)=
d(f(x0); f(y))¡d(x0; y) since f is strictly contracting. This contradiction establishes
that f has no .xed point other than x0.
Whilst the proof just given is a slight digression from the main theme of the pa-
per, it does suggest the possibility of a domain-theoretic treatment of non-monotonic
operators in logic programming, possibly related to the work of Rounds and Zhang
in [39,50–52]. We will return to this comment in Section 7. We also note that, on
setting Bf([(x; )])= [(f(x); L())], we can extend this proof from the case of ordi-
nal distances to the slightly more general case that there exists a mapping L :-→-
satisfying the following conditions: (i) L is monotonic, (ii) L(0)= 0, (iii) L() is the
largest element of - strictly less than  for all  = 0. Of course, this latter condition
is as much a condition on - as it is a condition on L, and in particular it says that
L()¡ for all  = 0.
4. Dislocated metrics and the ∗! -accessible programs
4.1. The 8xed-point theorem of Matthews
It will be convenient next to review the .xed-point theorem on dislocated metrics
established by Matthews in [33]; it gives a result very similar in form to the Banach
contraction mapping theorem.
Denition 15. A sequence (xn) in a dislocated metric space (X; %) converges with
respect to % (or in %) if there exists an x∈X such that %(xn; x) converges to 0 as
n→∞. In this case, x is called the d-limit of (xn).
It is easy to see that limits in dislocated metric spaces are unique.
Denition 16. A sequence (xn) in a dislocated metric space (X; %) is called a Cauchy
sequence if, for each +¿0, there exists n0 ∈N such that for all m; n¿n0 we have
%(xm; xn)¡+. A dislocated metric space X is called complete if every Cauchy sequence
in X converges. A function f :X →X is called a contraction if there exists 06,¡1
such that the inequality %(f(x); f(y))6,%(x; y) holds for all x; y∈X .
Theorem 17. Let (X; %) be a complete dislocated metric space and let f :X →X be a
contraction. Then f has a unique 8xed point x0 which can be obtained as the d-limit
of the sequence (fn(x))n∈N for any x∈X .
Proofs of this theorem can be found in [33,20]. Another proof, which is closer to
the proof of the original Banach contraction mapping theorem, can be found in [24].
A third proof will be given in Section 4.3.
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There are various ways of obtaining dislocated metrics from metrics, see [24]. In
fact, the following result, which is Proposition 4.7 of [24], will be applied in Section
4.2.
Proposition 18. Let (X; d) be an ultrametric space and let u :X →R+0 be a function.
Then (X; %) with
%(x; y)= max{d(x; y); u(x); u(y)}
is a d-ultrametric and %(x; x)= u(x) for all x∈X . If u is a continuous function on
(X; d), then completeness of (X; d) implies completeness of (X; %).
The function u is called a weight. In the de.nition of %, we think of d as providing
a basic, probably context-independent metric structure, while u encodes some particular
knowledge about the speci.c problem at hand. In what follows, it may be helpful to
think of u(x) as measuring the extent to which x is a priori not suitable as a solution
to a given problem. We will clarify this intuition in the next section.
4.2. An application to the ∗!-accessible programs
In the following, P denotes a ∗!-accessible program which satis.es the de.ning
conditions of such programs with respect to a model I and a level mapping l. Then
(IP; d), with d as given by De.nition 7, is a complete ultrametric space.
Inspired by [16], we next de.ne a function f : IP→R by setting f(K)= 0 if K ⊆ I
and, if K* I , by setting f(K)= 2−n, where n is the smallest integer such that there
is an atom A∈BP with l(A)= n, K |=A and I |=A. Finally, we de.ne u : IP→R by
u(K)= max{f(K ′); d(K\K ′; I\I ′)}, where K ′, for any K ∈ IP , denotes K restricted to
the predicate symbols which are not in Neg∗P , and we de.ne % : IP × IP→R by
%(J; K)= max{d(J; K); u(J ); u(K)}:
We call % the d-metric associated with P.
Proposition 18 yields that % is a complete d-ultrametric on IP as soon as we have
shown that the function u, as given there, is continuous.
Lemma 19. The function u : IP→R de8ned by u(K)= max{f(K ′); d(K\K ′; I\I ′)} is
continuous as a function from (IP; d) to R.
Proof. Let Km be a sequence in IP which converges in d to some K ∈ IP . We need
to show that d(K\K ′m; I\I ′) converges to d(K\K ′; I\I ′) and that f(K ′m) converges
to f(K ′) as m→∞. Since (Km) converges to K with respect to the metric d, it
follows that for each n∈N there is mn ∈N such that K and Km, for all m¿mn,
agree on all atoms of level less than or equal to n. So, if f(K)= 2−n0 , say, that
means that Km and K agree on all atoms of level less than or equal to n if m¿mn0 ,
and hence f(Km)=f(K) for all m¿mn0 . Also, if d(K\K ′; I\I ′)= 2−n0 , say, then
d(Km\K ′m; I\I ′)=d(K\K ′; I\I ′) for all m¿mn0 , as required.
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As an example, we consider a rather simple instance of the program game, call it
game1, which is as follows:
win(X )←move(X; Y );¬win(Y )
move(a; b)←
move(a; c)←
move(b; d)←
In order to clarify the role of the function u, we de.ne program game2 to consist of
the clauses from game1 together with the single clause
wins(X )← win(X ):
According to the analysis of game in [2], which is easily adapted to game2, we can
construct a level mapping l and a model I such that game2 is ∗!-accessible with
respect to l and I . The de.nitions are as follows, where the graph G is given as the
set {(a; b); (a; c); (b; d)}.
We de.ne a function f′ mapping D= {a; b; c; d} into the set of natural numbers
by f′(c)=f′(d)= 0, f′(b)= 1, f′(a)= 2, and we de.ne the level mapping l by
l(move(x; y))=f′(x) for all (x; y)∈G, l(win(x))=f′(x)+1 for x∈D, and l(wins(x))
=f′(x) + 2, thus
l−1(0) = ∅;
l−1(1) = {move(b; d); win(c); win(d)};
l−1(2) = {move(a; b); move(a; c); win(b)} ∪ {wins(c); wins(d)};
l−1(3) = {win(a)} ∪ {wins(b)};
l−1(4) = {wins(a)}:
We also de.ne a function g′ from D to {0; 1} by g′(c)= g′(d)= 0 and g′(a)= g′(b)
= 1, and we also de.ne the following interpretations:
I ′ = {move(x; y) | (x; y)∈G} ∪ {win(x) | g′(x)= 1}
= {move(a; b); move(a; c); move(b; d); win(a); win(b)} and
I = I ′ ∪ {wins(x) | x∈D}
= {move(a; b); move(a; c); move(b; d); win(a); win(b)}
∪{wins(a); wins(b); wins(c); wins(d)}:
By [2], game2 is ∗!-accessible with respect to l and I . This is also easily veri.ed
directly.
We now consider the construction of % given earlier. We obtain Neg∗game2= {win;
move} and game2− as the subprogram game1. Let us call an interpretation J for game2
(a priori) suitable if J ⊆ I and J coincides with I on all atoms with predicate symbol
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in Neg∗game2. In the light of Proposition 25 below, this is equivalent to saying that J ⊆ I
and that J\J ′ is the unique supported model of game1. It then turns out that u(K)= 0
if and only if K is suitable. Furthermore, suitability of some interpretation K is a
necessary condition for obtaining %(K; K)= 0, which is in turn a necessary condition
for K to be a .xed point of Tgame2 provided the latter operator is a contraction (which
is the case as we will see later). To summarize: a supported model of game2 is always
suitable. This is the precise sense in which u(x), for given x, can be thought of as a
quantitative measure of the extent to which x is a priori not suitable as a solution. The
observations just given are valid in general, and we will return to this point at the end
of the section. But .rst, we de.ne suitability for ∗-accessible programs.
Denition 20. Let P be a program which is ∗-accessible with respect to some level
mapping l and some model I . An interpretation K of P is called (a priori) suitable if
K ⊆ I and K coincides with I on all atoms with predicate symbol in Neg∗P .
The following result states that if an arbitrary sequence of interpretations converges
with respect to %, then its limit is a limit in Q and is always suitable.
Proposition 21. Let P be a program which is ∗!-accessible with respect to a model
I and a level mapping l, and let % be its associated d-metric. If (Jn) is a sequence
which converges in % to some K , then (Jn) converges in the atomic topology on IP ,
and the following two conditions hold:
(i) Jn restricted to Neg∗P converges in Q, and its limit is I restricted to Neg
∗
P .
(ii) Jn restricted to the complement of Neg∗P converges in Q to some J ⊆ I .
Furthermore, the limit K of Jn is equal to (I\I ′) ∪ J .
Proof. It is easy to see that if %(Jn; K)¡2−k , then Jn and K agree on all atoms of
level less than k which shows the .rst assertion. From convergence in Q of (Jn) to
some K , it follows that (Jn\J ′n) and (J ′n) converge in Q to K\K ′, respectively K ′.
By de.nition of %, we have d(K\K ′; I\I ′)= 0 which implies that K\K ′= I\I ′. From
the same de.nition, we obtain f(K)= 0 and therefore J =K ′⊆ I which completes the
proof.
We return now to the study of the .xed-point theoretical aspects of ∗!-accessible
programs. The proof of the following proposition carries over directly from the treat-
ment of acceptable programs given in [16].
Proposition 22. Let P be a ∗!-accessible program and let % be de8ned as above.
Then the associated immediate consequence operator TP is a contraction on (IP; %).
By Theorem 17 we can now conclude the following result.
Theorem 23. Each ∗!-accessible program P has a unique supported model which can
be obtained as the limit, in the atomic topology, of iterates of the single-step operator
associated with P.
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Proof. Let P be ∗!-accessible. Then (IP; %) is a complete d-ultrametric space and TP
is a contraction relative to %. By Theorem 17, TP has a unique .xed point which
is the unique supported model of P. This .xed point can be obtained as stated by
Proposition 21.
In the remainder of this section, let P be a program which is ∗!-accessible with
respect to some level mapping l and some interpretation I , and let MP be the unique
supported model of P. We now formally prove that MP is a priori suitable.
Proposition 24. If J is an interpretation with %(J; J )= 0, then J is suitable. In
particular, MP is suitable.
Proof. From %(J; J )= 0 we obtain u(J )= 0, and from the de.nition of u the
assertion follows. Since TP(MP)=MP , and since TP is a contraction, we obtain
%(MP;MP)= 0.
The construction of the dislocated metric % depends on the interpretation I with
respect to which P is ∗!-accessible. Determining such an interpretation from a given
program is an undecidable task, and cannot be automated. So we can only hope to
give some guidance, in the form of necessary conditions, which can help in deter-
mining it. Such necessary conditions on interpretations and on level mappings can
be found in [20, Section 5.2]. We next prove a result which is important in this
respect. It will guide our search for an interpretation with respect to which the pro-
gram Pf from Section 2.2 is ∗-accessible, and this point will be taken up at the end of
Section 5.2.
Proposition 25. The following hold.
(i) For every suitable J with MP ⊆ J ⊆ I , we have that P is ∗!-accessible with
respect to J and l.
(ii) MP is the intersection of all models K with respect to which P is
∗!-accessible.
(iii) Every interpretation K with respect to which P is ∗!-accessible contains MP and
coincides with MP on all atoms with predicate symbol in Neg∗P .
Proof. Since J is suitable, we obtain that J coincides with I on all atoms with predicate
symbol in Neg∗P . Thus, for all clauses in P
−, the de.ning condition for ∗!-accessibility
is satis.ed. The remaining clauses form a de.nite program. Now let A← B1; : : : ; Bn be
a ground instance of such a clause. If Bi ∈ I for all i=1; : : : ; n, then l(Bi)¡l(A) for
all i and the de.ning condition holds also with respect to J . If there is some i with
Bi ∈ I and l(Bi)¡l(A), then Bi ∈ J since J is suitable, and again the de.ning condition
holds.
This much proves (i), from which it follows that P is also ∗!-accessible with respect
to MP and l. Hence, MP ⊇
⋂
I, where I stands for the set of all interpretations with
respect to which P is ∗!-accessible. Now let K ∈I. From suitability of MP , we
obtain both the inclusion MP ⊆K and the coincidence of MP with K on all atoms
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with predicate symbol in Neg∗P , and this establishes (iii). Finally, the inclusion MP ⊆K
implies MP ⊆∩I, proving the equality stated in (ii).
4.3. Dislocated metrics and metrics
In this subsection, we want to consider the relationship between the theorem of
Matthews, Theorem 17 and the Banach contraction mapping theorem.
Proposition 26. Let (X; %) be a dislocated metric space and de8ne d :X ×X →R by
setting d(x; y)= %(x; y) for x =y and setting d(x; x)= 0 for all x∈X . Then d is a
metric.
Proof. We obviously have d(x; x)= 0 for all x∈X . If d(x; y)= 0, then either x=y
or %(x; y)= 0, and from the latter we also obtain x=y. Symmetry is clear. We
want to show that d(x; y)6d(x; z) + d(z; y) for all x; y; z ∈X . If d(x; z)= %(x; z) and
d(z; y)= %(z; y), then the inequality is clear. If d(x; z)= 0, then x= z and the inequality
reduces to d(x; y)6d(x; y) which holds. If d(z; y)= 0, then z=y and the inequality
reduces to d(x; y)6d(x; y) which also holds.
We call d, as de.ned in Proposition 26, the metric associated with the d-metric
%. We note that if x∈X has self-distance %(x; x) =0, then for each y = x we obtain
d(x; y)= %(x; y)¿ 12%(x; x) by the triangle inequality. Consequently, each x∈X with
%(x; x) =0 is an isolated point with respect to the metric d associated with %, that is,
for each such x there exists +¿0 such that the ball with centre x and radius + contains
only the single point x.
Proposition 27. Let (X; %) be a dislocated metric space and let d denote the metric
associated with %. If the metric d is complete, then so is %. If f is a contraction
relative to %, then f is also a contraction relative to d.
Proof. If (xn) is a Cauchy sequence in %, then for all +¿0 there exists n0 such
that %(xk ; xm)¡+ for all k; m¿n0. Consequently, we also obtain d(xk ; xm)¡+ for all
k; m¿n0 and, since d is complete, the sequence (xn) converges in d to some x. Thus,
d(xn; x)→ 0 as n→∞. It remains to show that %(xn; x)→ 0 as n→∞, and we consider
two cases.
(1) Assume that the sequence (xn) is such that there exists n0 with xm = x for all
m¿n0. Then %(xm; x)=d(xm; x) for all m¿n0, that is, %(xm; x)→ 0, and hence
%(xn; x)→ 0.
(2) Assume that there exist in.nitely many nk ∈N such that xnk = x. Since (xn) is a
Cauchy sequence with respect to %, we obtain %(xnk ; x)¡+ for all +¿0, that is,
%(x; x)= 0. Hence, %(xn; x)=d(xn; x) for all n∈N, as required.
Let x; y∈X and assume %(f(x); f(y))6,%(x; y) for some 06,¡1. If f(x)=f(y),
then d(f(x); f(y))= 0, hence d(f(x); f(y))6,d(x; y). If f(x) =f(y), then x =y and
so d(f(x); f(y))= %(f(x); f(y))6,%(x; y)= ,d(x; y), as required.
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Proposition 28. Let (X; %) be a complete dislocated metric space and let d denote the
metric associated with %. Then the metric d is complete. However, a function f can
be a contraction relative to d and not be a contraction relative to %.
Proof. Let (xn) be a Cauchy sequence in d. If (xn) eventually becomes constant, then
it obviously converges in d. So assume that (xn) does not eventually become constant.
Then in that case we note that (xn) contains in.nitely many distinct points, otherwise it
would not be a Cauchy sequence. Now de.ne a subsequence (yn) of (xn) by removing
multiple occurrences of points in (xn): for each n∈N, let yn= xk , where k is minimal
with the property that for all m¡n we have ym = xk . Since (yn) is a subsequence of
the Cauchy sequence (xn), we obtain that (yn) is also a Cauchy sequence. Now, for
any two elements y; z in the sequence (yn), we have that d(y; z)= %(y; z) by de.nition
of d, and hence (yn) converges in % to some y! ∈X . Hence, (yn) also converges in
d to y!. We show next that (xn) converges to y!. Let +¿0 be arbitrarily chosen.
Since (xn) is a Cauchy sequence, there exists an index n1 such that d(xk ; xm)¡+2 for
all k; m¿n1. Since (yn) converges to y!, we also know that there is an index n2 with
yn2 = xn3 for some index n3 such that n3¿n1 and that d(yn2 ; y!)¡
+
2 . For all xn with
n¿n3, we then obtain d(xn; y!)6d(xn; xn3 ) + d(xn3 ; y!)¡+, as required.
Let X = {0; 1}, and de.ne a mapping f :X →X by f(x)= 0 for x∈X . Let %
be constant and equal to 1. Then % is a complete d-metric and f is a contraction
relative to d. However, %(f(0); f(1))= %(0; 0), and so f is not a contraction relative
to %.
We can now prove Theorem 17 by using the Banach contraction mapping theorem
as follows. Let % be a complete d-metric and let f be a contraction relative to %.
Let d denote the metric associated with %. Then d is a complete metric and f is a
contraction relative to d. So, f has a unique .xed point by the Banach contraction
mapping theorem.
5. Dislocated generalized ultrametrics and the ∗ -accessible programs
In this section, we extend Theorem 9 by allowing non-zero self-distances. The results
we establish will then be applied to discuss the .xed-point theory of the class of
∗-accessible programs (de.ned in Section 2) which we introduced in [21] in the
context of three-valued logical operators.
5.1. A generalized Priess-Crampe & Ribenboim 8xed-point theorem
Denition 29. Let (X; d; -) be a dislocated generalized ultrametric space. A function
f :X →X is called strictly contracting if d(f(x); f(y))¡d(x; y) for all x; y∈X with
x =y.
We will need the following observations, which are well-known for ultrametric
spaces.
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Lemma 30. Let (X; d; -) be a dislocated generalized ultrametric space. For ; 1∈-
and x; y∈X , the following statements hold.
(1) If 61 and B(x)∩B1(y) = ∅, then B(x)⊆B1(y).
(2) If B(x)∩B(y) = ∅, then B(x)=B(y).
(3) Bd(x;y)(x)=Bd(x;y)(y).
Proof. Let a∈B(x) and let b∈B(x)∩B1(y). Then d(a; x)6 and d(b; x)6, so by
(Uiv) d(a; b)661. Since d(b; y)61, we obtain from (Uiv) again that d(a; y)61,
so that a∈B1(y), which proves the .rst statement. The second follows by symmetry,
and the third by replacing  by d(x; y).
The following theorem reconciles the theorem of Matthews (Theorem 17) and the
Priess-Crampe and Ribenboim theorem (Theorem 9) for ordinal distances. Although
the proof of the latter theorem given in [35] carries over directly to our more general
setting, see [25], we give a new proof which is constructive in that it yields a way of
obtaining the .xed point as a kind of limit. The original proof shows existence only,
whereas the new proof is in the spirit of [31].
Theorem 31. Let (X; d; -) be a spherically complete dislocated generalized ultrametric
space with ordinal distances, so that -= {2− | 6 /} for some ordinal / (as usual
we order - by 2−¡2−1 i= 1¡, and denote 2−/ by 0). If f :X →X is any strictly
contracting function on X , then f has a unique 8xed point.
Proof. Let x∈X be arbitrary. Then f(x)∈f(X ) and d(f(x); x)62−0, since 2−0 is the
maximum distance possible between any two points in X . Now, d(f(f(x)); f(x))62−1
62−0 since f is strictly contracting, and by (Uiv) it follows that d(f2(x); x)62−0. By
the same argument, we obtain d(f3(x); f2(x))62−262−1 and therefore d(f3(x); f(x))
62−1. In fact, an easy induction argument along these lines shows that d(fn+1(x);
fm(x))62−m for m6n. Again by (Uiv), we obtain that the sequence of balls of
the form B2−n(fn(x)) is a descending chain (with respect to set-inclusion) if n is
increasing, and therefore has non-zero intersection B! since X is spherically com-
plete. We therefore conclude that there is x! ∈B! with d(x!; fn(x))62−n for each
n∈N.
For each n∈N we argue as follows. Since d(f(x!); fn+1(x))¡d(x!; fn(x))62−n
and d(x!; fn+1(x))62−(n+1)62−n, we obtain d(f(x!); x!)62−n by (Uiv). Since this
is the case for all n∈N, we obtain d(f(x!); x!)62−!.
It is straightforward to cast the observations above into a trans.nite induction argu-
ment, and we obtain the following construction: Choose x∈X arbitrarily. For each ordi-
nal 6 /, we de.ne f(x) as follows. If  is a successor ordinal, then f
(x)=f(f−1)(x). If  is a limit ordinal, then we choose f(x) as some x which
has the property that d(x; f1(x))62−1, and we note that the existence of such an x
is guaranteed by spherical completeness of X .
The resulting trans.nite sequence f(x) is such that d(f+1(x); f(x))62− for all
6 /. Consequently, d(f/+1(x); f/(x))= 2−/=0, and therefore f/(x) must be a .xed
point of f.
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Finally, x/=f/(x) must be the only .xed point of f. To see this, suppose y = x/ is
another .xed point of f. Then we obtain d(f(y); f(x/))¡d(y; x/) from the fact that
f is strictly contracting, which is impossible.
Proposition 32. Let (X; d; -) be a generalized ultrametric space, where - is a com-
plete lattice, and let u :X →R+0 be a function. Then (X; %; -) with
%(x; y)= sup{d(x; y); u(x); u(y)}
is a dislocated generalized ultrametric space, and %(x; x)= u(x) for all x∈X .
Proof. (Ui) and (Uiii) are trivial, and (Uiv) is proved in the same way that Proposition
18 is proved.
5.2. Application to the ∗-accessible programs
We intend now to apply the results above to the ∗-accessible programs. We do
this, in e=ect, by merging the lines of thinking employed in Sections 3 and 4.2.
In the following, P denotes a ∗-accessible program which satis.es the de.ning
conditions for such programs with respect to a model I and a level mapping l :BP→ /.
Recall that the space (IP; d), as given by De.nition 9, is a generalized ultrametric
space.
Following Section 4.2, we de.ne a function f on IP by setting f(K)= 0 if K ⊆ I
and, if K* I , by setting f(K)= 2−, where  is the smallest ordinal such that there
is an atom A∈BP with l(A)= , K |=A and I |=A. Finally, we de.ne u on IP by
u(K)= max{f(K ′); d(K\K ′; I\I ′)}, where K ′, for any K ∈ IP , denotes K restricted to
the predicate symbols which are not in Neg∗P , and we de.ne % on IP × IP by
%(J; K)= sup{d(J; K); u(J ); u(K)}= max{d(J; K); u(J ); u(K)}:
Proposition 33. The space (IP; %) is a spherically complete dislocated generalized ul-
trametric space.
Proof. (Ui), (Uiii) and (Uiv) follow from Proposition 32. For spherical completeness,
let (B) be a chain of balls in X with midpoints I. Let I be the set of all atoms
which are eventually in I, that is, the set of all A∈BP such that there exists some 1
with A∈ I for all ¿1. It is easy to see that for each ball B2− in the chain, we have
d(I; I)62−, and hence I is in the intersection of the chain.
The proof of the next proposition is analogous to that of [16, Lemma 7.1 and
Proposition 7.1], and the details can be found in [25].
Proposition 34. Let P be ∗-accessible with respect to a level mapping l and a model
I . Then we have %(TP(J ); TP(K))¡%(J; K) for all J; K ∈ IP with J =K .
Theorem 35. Let P be a ∗-accessible program. Then P has a unique supported
model.
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Proof. By Proposition 34, TP is strictly contracting with respect to %, which in turn is
a spherically complete dislocated generalized ultrametric. By Theorem 31, the operator
TP must have a unique .xed point and hence P has a unique supported model.
Using the proof of Theorem 31 above, we can in fact obtain the unique model by
constructing the sequence f1(∅) as shown in that proof, where f denotes the operator
TP . It remains to determine how to obtain f1(∅) in the case that 1 is a limit ordinal.
To this end, we employ the construction from the proof of Proposition 33, that is,
we set f1(∅) to be the set of all A∈BP which are eventually in (f(∅))¡1. The
trans.nite sequence thereby obtained has the property that it converges in the atomic
topology to the unique .xed point of f.
As an example, we will now return, as earlier promised, to the analysis of the
program Pf from Section 2.2. To do this, we will .rst determine a level mapping l
and a model I such that P is ∗-accessible with respect to l and I . Since there is no
algorithm for computing I , we give a heuristic argument for constructing I and l, and
then in fact prove ∗!-accessibility of Pf with respect to I and l.
We assume that the unique supported model MPg of the 
∗
!-accessible program Pg
contains exactly those atoms of the form pg(x1; : : : ; xn; y; u) for which g(x1; : : : ; xn; y)
is not unde.ned and equal to u, and that the collection of all l(A) for which A has
predicate symbol pg is bounded by some limit ordinal ¿!. It is also a reasonable
assumption that the only constant symbol occurring in Pg is 0, and that the only function
symbol occurring in Pg is s.
From the insights obtained by Proposition 25, in the case of ∗!-accessible programs,
we start looking for a model I which is the unique supported model of P−f when
restricted to the predicate symbols in Neg∗Pf . We also know that Pg is 
∗
!-accessible
with respect to MPg and a suitable level mapping lg. So, it is reasonable to work under
the assumption that I , restricted to the atoms with predicate symbols occurring in Pg,
coincides with MPg , and that l, restricted to these atoms, coincides with lg.
We next turn to the predicate symbol lt. The subprogram consisting of the two
clauses which de.ne lt is acyclic with respect to the level mapping llt which maps each
atom lt(sm(0); sn(0)) to m. It has unique supported model Mlt = {lt(sm(0); sn(0)) |m¡
n}, and we assume now that I coincides with Mlt on all atoms which contain lt.
The diPcult task which remains is to determine what values I should have on
atoms with predicate symbol r. Obviously, I should contain all atoms of the form
r(sm(0); sn(0); 0; sn(0)), since I must be a model of Pf. Which of the atoms of the
form r(sm(0); sn(0); sk+1(0); sj(0)) must be true under I? At most those for which n¡j,
since otherwise the atom lt(sn(0); sj(0)) occurring in the corresponding body is false
in I . From Proposition 25 again, we can borrow the intuition that it is not unreasonable
to try with an I which is larger than the unique supported model of Pf, so we try the
following: let I contain Mr = {r(sn(0); sm(0); sk(0); sj(0)) |m6j}. We now turn to the
level mapping. If we take one of the atoms of the form r(sm(0); sn(0); sk+1(0); sj(0)),
with n¡j, as head of the recursive clause in the de.nition of r, then we note that the
recursive call is made with the atom r(·; s n+1(0); ·; sj(0)), where · denotes some term,
and we have n+16j. So the di=erence between the numbers represented by the second
and fourth argument decreases, and we de.ne l(r(sn(0); sm(0); sk(0); sj(0)))= +j−m
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for j¿m and =  otherwise. Finally, we add to I the set Mpf of all atoms containing
pf, and set the level of all these atoms to + !. Thus, in summary:
I =MPg ∪Mlt ∪Mr ∪Mpf
=MPg ∪Mpf ∪ {lt(sn(0); sm(0)) | n ¡ m}
∪{r(sn(0); sm(0); sk(0); sj(0)) |m6 j};
l(lt(sn(0); sm(0)) = n
l(r(sn(0); sm(0); sk(0); sj(0))) =
{
+ j − m if j ¿ m;
 otherwise;
l(pf(sn(0); sm(0))) = + !
It is easy to verify now that Pf is ∗-accessible with respect to I and l as just
de.ned.
5.3. Generalized ultrametrics and dislocated generalized ultrametrics
We want next to investigate the relationship between Theorems 31 and 9.
Proposition 36. Let (X; %; -) be a dislocated generalized ultrametric space and de8ne
d :X ×X →- by d(x; y)= %(x; y) for x =y and d(x; x)= 0 for all x∈X . Then d is a
generalized ultrametric.
Proof. The proof is straightforward and parallels the proof of Proposition 26.
We call d, as de.ned in Proposition 36, the generalized ultrametric associated with %.
Proposition 37. Let (X; % ; -) be a dislocated generalized ultrametric space and let
d denote the generalized ultrametric associated with %. If d is spherically complete,
then % is spherically complete. If f is strictly contracting relative to %, then f is also
strictly contracting relative to d.
Proof. Let B be a chain of non-empty balls in %, thus each B∈B is of the form
B= {x∈X | %(x; mB)6B} for some mB ∈X and B ∈-. For each ball B in B, we
de.ne B′=B ∪ {mB}. The collection B′ of all the B′ is a chain of balls in (X; d) and
has non-empty intersection by assumption; let x∈⋂B′. Assume that x ∈⋂B. Then
there must be a ball B∈B such that x∈B′ but x ∈B. Since B is non-empty, we also
conclude that there is some y∈B with x =y and %(x; y)¡%(x; x). But by (Uiv) we
know that %(x; x)6%(x; y). This contradiction shows that our assumption x ∈⋂B is
incorrect, and hence % is spherically complete, as required.
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Let x; y∈X with x =y, and assume %(f(x); f(y))¡%(x; y). If f(x)=f(y), then
d(f(x); f(y))= 0, hence d(f(x); f(y))¡d(x; y). If f(x) =f(y), then x =y and so
d(f(x); f(y))= %(f(x); f(y))¡%(x; y)=d(x; y), as required.
Proposition 38. Let (X; %) be a spherically complete dislocated generalized ultrametric
space and let d denote the generalized ultrametric associated with %. Then d is
spherically complete. However, a function f can be a contraction relative to d and
not be a contraction relative to %.
Proof. Let B be a chain of balls in d. For each ball {x |d(x; xm)6 /}, we de.ne a
corresponding ball {x | %(x; xm)6 /}, where xm is a midpoint of the ball in question. Let
the corresponding chain of balls be denoted by B′. Then
⋂
B′ = ∅. Since ⋂B′⊆⋂B,
we obtain
⋂
B = ∅.
Let X = {0; 1} and de.ne a mapping f :X →X by f(x)= 0 for x∈X . Let % be
constant and equal to 1. Then (X; %; {0; 1}), where 0¡1, is spherically complete, and
f is strictly contracting relative to d. However, %(f(0); f(1))= %(0; 0), and so f is
not strictly contracting relative to %.
We can now use Theorem 9 to give an easy proof of a more general version of
Theorem 31 which was already obtained by us using di=erent methods in [25].
Theorem 39. Let (X; %; -) be a spherically complete dislocated ultrametric space and
let f :X →X be strictly contracting on X . Then f has a unique 8xed point.
Proof. Using Proposition 36, we obtain a generalized ultrametric d which is spherically
complete by Proposition 38. By Proposition 37, the function f is strictly contracting
relative to d. Hence, by Theorem 9, f has a unique .xed point.
6. -accessible programs
We intend .nally to consider the -accessible programs using the same sort of meth-
ods as we used in Section 5.2. The approach does not generalize without modi.cations
to -accessible programs as can be seen from the following example program P:
p(s2(x))←p(x)
p(0)←
p(s4(0))←p(s5(0))
p(s2(0))←p(s3(0))
This program is -accessible (even de.nite !-accessible) with respect to the model
BP = {sn(0) | n∈N} and the level mapping l :BP→N de.ned by l(p(sn(0)))= n for
each n. Using the dislocated ultrametric % from Section 5.2, we obtain for K = {s5(0)}
and J = {s3(0)} that %(K; J )= 2−3 and that %(TP(K); TP(J ))= 2−2, so TP is not a
contraction relative to %.
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We will modify the methods used in Section 5.2 by means of the following result.
Proposition 40. Let (X; d; -) be a generalized ultrametric space with ordinal distances
and de8ne the function % by
% :X × X → - : (J; K) → max{d(J; I); d(I; K)};
where I denotes any 8xed element of X . Then (X; %; -) is a dislocated generalized
ultrametric space. Furthermore, if (X; d) is spherically complete, then so is (X; %).
Proof. Clearly, % is a d-gum. For spherical completeness, note that every non-empty
ball in (X; %) contains I , which suPces.
Proposition 41. Let P be -accessible with respect to a model I and level mapping
l. Then TP is strictly contracting with respect to (IP; %).
Proof. Let J; K ∈ IP and assume that %(J; K)= 2−. Then J; K; I agree on all ground
atoms of level less than . We show that TP(J ) and I agree on all ground atoms of
level less than or equal to . A similar argument shows that TP(K) and I agree on all
ground atoms of level less than or equal to , and this suPces.
Let A∈TP(J ) with l(A)6. Then there must be a clause A ← L1; : : : ; Ln in gro-
und(P) such that J |=L1 ∧ · · · ∧Ln. Since I and J agree on all ground atoms of
level less than , condition (ii) of De.nition 2 cannot hold, because if I |=Li with
l(A)¿l(Li), then J |=Li and consequently J |=L1 ∧ · · · ∧Ln, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, condition (i) of De.nition 2 holds and so A∈TP(I)= I . Hence, A∈ I .
Conversely, suppose that A∈ I . Since I =TP(I), there must be a clause A← L1; : : : ;
Ln in ground(P) such that I |=L1 ∧ · · · ∧Ln. Thus, condition (i) of De.nition 2 must
hold, and so we can assume that A← L1; : : : ; Ln also satis.es l(A)¿l(Li) for i=1; : : : ; n.
Since I and J agree on all ground atoms of level less than , we have J |=L1 ∧ · · · ∧Ln
and hence A∈TP(J ) as required.
An application of Theorem 31 now yields a unique .xed point M of the operator
TP , that is, a unique supported model for P. The proof of Theorem 31 furthermore
yields that there must be an ordinal  such that %(M;M)= 0. Since the only point of
X which has non-zero distance from itself is I , we conclude that I =M is the unique
supported model of P. This is somewhat unfortunate since I was needed in order to
construct %. However, using the proof of Theorem 31 again, we can also conclude
that trans.nite iterates of TP starting at an arbitrary interpretation J converge in Q to
the unique .xed point. This latter result is stronger than that obtained in [21], using
di=erent methods, where this same fact was established only for J = ∅.
7. Related and further work
One of the early landmark results in the theory of logic programming, the Kowalski-
van Emden Theorem, has topological content: the single-step operator for de.nite
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programs is continuous with respect to the Scott topology. For logic programming
with negation, certain natural semantic operators appearing in the literature fail to have
this property, despite the fact that their associated .xed-point semantics, given by the
.xed points of these operators, is computationally meaningful. From this point of view,
logic programming is unusual compared with other major programming paradigms,
where most of the operators which arise are Scott continuous. In fact, the quest for a
clear declarative meaning for negation in logic programming is still ongoing despite a
very considerable amount of research having been undertaken on this problem.
The use of topology in the analysis of negation in logic programming was initiated
by Batarekh and Subrahmanian who de.ned the query topology in [3–5]. Their work
was considerably simpli.ed and extended by Seda in [41]. Perhaps the best-known
paper in this area is Fitting’s paper [16] in which the use of metrics is proposed in
the context of logic programming semantics. In [31], Khamsi et al. used metrics and a
version of the Banach contraction mapping theorem for multivalued mappings, due to
S.B. Nadler, to study answer set semantics for disjunctive logic programs. Stimulated by
recent developments in domain theory, Seda in [42] investigated quasi-metrics and the
corresponding .xed-point theorem on quasi-metric spaces due to Rutten [40] and Smyth
[45], thus reconciling the use of metric spaces and order within logic programming.
A quite recent development in this respect is due to Priess-Crampe and Ribenboim
[35] who introduced generalized ultrametrics to logic programming and proposed to
examine the applicability of their .xed-point theorems on these spaces, see [22] for an
overview.
The generalized-metric approach presented in this paper o=ers a technique for study-
ing .xed-point semantics of non-monotonic semantic operators. It can be expected that
results similar to those presented herein can be obtained for semantics which are more
re.ned than the Clark completion semantics. In particular, we see a promising candi-
date in semantics related to the s-semantics, see [9]. Such investigations may eventually
lead to a practically useful declarative understanding of negation in logic programming.
Another aspect of the work presented in this paper concerns investigations into con-
tinuous models of computation. This encompasses the task of embedding semantic
operators into Euclidean space, which carries many natural metrics. Of the many con-
vincing arguments given by Blair et al. [7] for the virtue of such investigations, we
point to one: the study of relationships between logic programming and arti.cial neural
networks. Indeed these two paradigms di=er very much in their strengths and weak-
nesses, and it would be highly desirable to merge them. Some of the results in this
area employ topological notions: HRolldobler et al. [30] make use of the metric d from
Section 3 and the Banach contraction mapping theorem; [26] uses the atomic topology.
The paper [29] provides an overview of current open challenges concerning logic and
neural networks.
Yet another prospect for further work lies in the intersection of topology and pro-
gramming language semantics, that is, Domain Theory. Motivated by the fact that
domains and logic are strongly related, see [49], Rounds and Zhang have extensively
investigated domain-theoretical foundations of logic programming. In closing, we men-
tion two lines of their work and how relationships between our work and theirs may
possibly be established, as follows.
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In [50,51,39], Rounds and Zhang develop a domain-theoretic perspective of default
logic, using power domains, which they call power defaults. Default logic, due to
Reiter [38], also motivated the development of the stable model semantics of Gelfond
and Lifschitz [18], which is a re.nement of the Clark completion semantics. Fages
[13,14] has studied interesting relationships between the Clark completion semantics
and the stable semantics, and this may allow one to carry over some “metric” techniques
to the stable model semantics. In order to establish connections with the work of
Rounds and Zhang, it will be necessary to understand the exact relationship between
the model-theoretic semantics of power defaults and the stable model semantics, leading
perhaps to the transfer of metric methods to power defaults by means of the work of
Fages. Such a transfer may help in understanding both logic programming and default
reasoning.
In [39,52], Rounds and Zhang introduced a domain-theoretic framework for the study
of semantical aspects of logic programming, including an abstract resolution rule. The
main gap between this work and the Clark completion semantics (and practical logic
programming) in our opinion lies in the treatment of negation, which is not taken to
be .nite failure in [52]. In order to establish a cross-transfer of methods, it seems to be
necessary to .rst study the semantics of Rounds and Zhang in the context of negation as
failure. Again, a possible long-term prospect lies in a clean domain-theoretic treatment
of the declarative semantics of negation in logic programming.
8. Conclusions
We have presented a uni.ed framework for the .xed-point analysis of normal logic
programs with respect to the Clark completion semantics which, as is well-known, is
strongly related procedurally to negation as .nite failure. This was achieved by casting
spaces of interpretations into generalized metric spaces in such a way that various
.xed-point theorems could be applied. The classes of programs which we investigated
were all contained in the rather general class of programs which have a total Kripke–
Kleene semantics, and encompass classes which are important from the point of view
of termination analysis, and classes which are suPciently expressive for every partial
recursive function to be implemented within them. Each of the programs studied has
a unique supported model which can be obtained as a limit in the atomic topology
of iterates of the immediate consequence operator, starting from any arbitrarily chosen
interpretation. For small classes of programs such as the acyclic or locally hierarchical
programs, no semantic knowledge about the programs is needed in order to construct
the generalized metric used here. The more we relax the requirements on the programs,
the more knowledge is built into the construction of the generalized metric. At each
stage in the development, we have investigated the generalized metric spaces which
were appropriate at that stage, and have given new proofs of some of the .xed-point
theorems we applied. Finally, we have presented three possible lines of investigation
which are related to our work, and which can be expected to further our knowledge
of theoretical and practical aspects of logic programming.
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Appendix A. More on the atomic topology
We brieKy list here some aspects of the atomic topology which the topologically
minded reader may .nd interesting. We refer to [41,20] for proofs and further details.
In the following, P is a normal logic program. Also, we work over arbitrary preinterpre-
tations, so that BP , the set of all ground instances of atoms in that preinterpretation, 11
may be uncountable. The same applies to ground(P). Again, IP denotes the set of all
interpretations over the given preinterpretation. The single-step operator TP is de.ned
exactly as in the Herbrand case.
For every literal L, let G(L)= {I ∈ IP | I |=L} and form the sets G+ = {G(A) |A∈BP}
and G−= {G(¬A) |A∈BP}. Then G+ is a subbase of the Scott-topology on IP , while
G+∪G− is a subbase of the atomic topology Q on IP . We note that the basic open sets
of Q are of the form G(A1; : : : ; Ak ;¬B1; : : : ;¬Bm) : =G(A1)∩ · · · ∩G(Ak)∩G(¬B1)
∩ · · · ∩G(¬Bm).
The atomic topology can be characterized in terms of convergence as follows.
Proposition 42. A net (I,) converges in Q to I ∈ IP if and only if every element in I
is eventually in I, and every element not in I is eventually not in I,, that is, for each
A∈ I there exists ,0 such that for all ,¿,0 we have A∈ I, and for each A∈BP with
A ∈ I there exists ,1 such that for all ,¿,1 we have A ∈ I,.
The following result records some basic facts about Q.
Theorem 43. The topology Q on IP coincides with the product topology on 2BP , where
2= {0; 1} is endowed with the discrete topology. Thus, (IP; Q) is a totally disconnected
compact Hausdor= space. It is also second countable and metrizable if the domain
of the chosen preinterpretation is countably in8nite and in that case is homeomorphic
to the Cantor set in the real line.
11 As usual, BP contains all formal symbols p(d1; : : : ; dn) for which p is a predicate symbol from P and
d1; : : : ; dn are elements of the domain of the preinterpretation.
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We .nally present some results which underline the importance of the atomic topol-
ogy as an alternative to the Scott topology when non-monotonicity of operators is
present.
Theorem 44. The following hold:
(i) If, for some I ∈ IP , the sequence (TnP(I)) converges in Q to an interpretation M ,
then M is a model for P.
(ii) If the sequence (TnP(I)) does not converge in Q for any I ∈ IP , then P has no
supported models.
Let P be a normal logic program and let I ∈ IP be such that the sequence (TnP(I)) con-
verges in Q to some M ∈ IP . Then, by Theorem 44, M is a model for P. If, furthermore,
TP is continuous in Q, or at least continuous at M in Q, then M = lim Tn+1P (I)= lim TP
(TnP(I))=TP(lim T
n
P(I))=TP(M). So M is a supported model in this case.
The following result characterizes continuity in Q.
Theorem 45. The single-step operator TP is continuous in Q if and only if, for each
I ∈ IP and for each A∈BP with A ∈TP(I), either there is no clause in P with head
A or there is a 8nite set S(I; A)= {A1; : : : ; Ak ; B1; : : : ; Bk′} of elements of BP with the
following properties:
(i) A1; : : : ; Ak ∈ I and B1; : : : ; Bk′ ∈ I .
(ii) Given any clause C with head A, at least one ¬Ai or at least one Bj occurs in
the body of C.
As a corollary, one obtains that programs without local variables have continuous
single-step operators, and also that the single-step operator is not in general continuous
for arbitrary programs.
Theorem 46. Let P be a normal logic program and let I0 ∈ IP be such that the
sequence (In), with In=TnP(I0), converges in Q to some M ∈ IP . If, for every A∈M ,
no clause whose head matches A contains a local variable, then M is a supported
model.
The following result is an obvious, but fundamental, generalization of Theorem 44
prompted by the observation that trans.nite iterations of the single-step operator are
sometimes necessary 12 in order to achieve a .xed point.
Theorem 47. Let P be a normal logic program and let I ∈ IP . De8ne, for each limit
ordinal ,
TP(I)= {A∈BP |A is eventually in (T1P (I))1¡}:
If, for some limit ordinal /0, the trans8nite sequence (T
/
P(I))/¡/0 converges in Q, then
the limit of this sequence is a model for P.
12 For example, for locally hierarchical programs in general.
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